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The Inscrutable Question: Summary of Events between Gen 1:1 & 1:2: Original Trial & Appeal, New Witnesses; Holy Spirit Provides Heat
	17.	However long his recruitment process took, ultimately he was able to lure one third of the angels into his rebellion.
	18.	Once all of the angels had made their decision to either follow Lucifer or remain loyal to God, then the warrant was served and a trial at bar began.
	19.	Every angel was brought before the Court to testify as to his choice in the matter: (1) I have chosen to follow Lucifer, or (2) I have chosen to remain loyal to God.
	20.	Once all testimonies were in, the Court rendered its verdict: guilty as charged.
	21.	As a result the lake of fire was created for the devil and his angels (Matthew 25:41).  Then came the pronouncement of the sentence: Eternal incarceration in the lake of fire. 
	22.	At this point Lucifer appealed the verdict.  In so doing he assumed the position of defense attorney for himself and the fallen angels under the title of Satan.
	23.	His complaint challenged the legitimacy of the verdict by posing the question: How could a just and loving God cast His creatures into a lake of fire?
	24.	All three Members of the Supreme Court of Heaven retired to Their chambers, considered the appeal, and emerged with a decision: An appeal trial would be granted and new witnesses would be called.
	25.	This required the restoration of the universe to its original perfection, the reinstitution of electromagnetic radiation, and the creation of a new race from which witnesses for the Prosecution and the defense would emerge.
	26.	Therefore we are able to conclude that the prehistoric angelic conflict began between verses 1 and 2 and the appeal trial will be resolved by the human race.
	27.	Further, the judgment upon the original creation was directly related to the fall of Lucifer and the resultant rebellion among the angels.
Isaiah 14:16b -	‘Is this the man who made the earth tremble, who shook kingdoms,
v. 17 -	who made the world like a wilderness?’
	28.	The fall of Lucifer caused judgment upon the universe.  This involved the withdrawal of all electromagnetic radiation, which instantly froze the raging waters that covered the earth.
	29.	Between Genesis 1:1 and 1:2 the entire earth was packed in ice thousands of feet thick.  Beneath the ice pack every thing was chaos—tohu wabohu—while above it there was darkness—hoshek.
30.	How long did this condition last?  Dr. Donald Grey Barnhouse offers some interesting perspectives in his answer to this question.
Barnhouse, Donald Grey.  The Invisible War.  (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1965), 61-62:
The judgment of God on Satan’s rebellion turned out the lights on this world.  We do not know how long this period of judgment lasted.  It may have been long ages.  The geologists … believe that millions of years must have been necessary to have brought about some of the phenomena which are found in the earth.  Let it be millions of years.   Whatever the theory as to primeval time, it can be dropped into the vastness of Genesis.  Does some theorist wish to claim that a billion years elapsed in bringing the ocean to its present degree of saltiness?  Then put that billion years in between the judging blast of God and the fiat of light.  Does another scientist advance a theory which seems to destroy this and set forth a hypothesis which would show that all natural phenomena can be explained on a basis of brevity?  Then say that the going forth of the command of light followed the devastation of judgment’s wreckage by no more than the interval between one stroke of lightning and its thunder.  At the moment science holds the theory of length of ages.
This does not contradict the Biblical facts, for the Bible furnishes only an outline enabling us to discern the sequence of events but not the time length in the details of the events.
Whether the interval between the scenes is counted in man’s moments or God’s aeons, it finally came to an end, and the second act of this universal drama was ready to begin.
	31.	In order to accommodate the earth for habitation by the new witnesses, the ice pack had to be removed and that required the insertion of heat from a source outside the system.  This process actually began with the last phrase of:
Genesis 1:2 -	[CTL] But the earth became desolate and empty; and absolute darkness was on the face of the raging waters [ ice pack ].   [NASV] And the Spirit of God was moving over the surface of the waters.
	The first act in the process that led to the restoration of Planet Earth is provided by the omnipotence of the Holy Spirit.  Verse 2 informs us that the third Person of the Trinity “was moving over the surface of the waters.”

 The Hebrew word translated “was moving” is the feminine singular Piel participle of the verb:
	pjr rachaph -		Literal meaning: to brood, to produce as if by incubation; to brood or hatch eggs.  In the Piel participle: to hover with a gentle wavering or fluttering motion, as of a bird over her young.
	This is the use found in Moses’ benedictory hymn in:

Deuteronomy 32:11 -	“Like an eagle that stirs up its nest, that hovers over [ pjr rachaph ] its young, He spread His wings and caught them, He carried them on His pinions.”
	Moses speaks of the divine supervisory care that God provided for the Jewish people during their trek through the Jornada.  He is said to “hover over” His Chosen People as an eagle hovers over its nest of young.

This verb refers to the attention given by a mother bird in the brooding, hatching, and protection of its eggs and young chicks.
Thus the root idea behind the verb is incubation of eggs resulting in life by means of the warmth of the mother bird’s body.  Here’s a brief explanation from:
Encyclopaedia Britannica, 15 ed., s.v. “Bird”:
All birds incubate their eggs which depend on the heat generated by decaying vegetation.  In most birds a brood patch is developed.  This bare area on the abdomen is edematous (fluid filled) and highly vascularized and is in direct contact with the eggs during incubation.
	The concept is the provision of heat from an outside source that results in life as is the case of the mother eagle and her clutch in Deuteronomy 32:18.

The provider of heat in Genesis 1:2 is said to be the Holy Spirit.  Why must the Holy Spirit provide heat?  Because all light has been withdrawn from the universe.
The absence of light indicates that the entire electromagnetic spectrum has been unplugged.
Absence of light means absence of heat.  Without heat the waters covering the oceans’ waters were instantly frozen.
Science refers to this as the Pleistocene Epoch or the “Ice Age.”  The first three verses of Genesis 1 can be compared with what is called the Geologic Time Line of World History.


